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The Addfield range of incinerators have 
been in production for more than 35 years. 
British built and built to last.
Addfield are the worldwide industry leaders in the design and 
manufacture of medical, animal, aquaculture, mobile and 
bespoke incinerators. Every machine is built by hand using 
time served craftmen, with the fundamental underlying 
principle being that of quality. 

This principle has lead the company to success with  machines
in every corner of globe. Over the years, the Addfield brand has 
firmly cemented itself as the industry leader in building robust, 
reliable and efficient machines around the world. Our expertise 
in this area is unparalleled. Speak to the Addfield experts today.

                               
                                             Addfield - Simply Build Better.

 

‘The most thermally efficient, 
robust and reliable incinerators 
on the market - 
Simply Built Better!’ 

Addfield is one of the UK’s longest established manufacturers of 
medical thermal treatment solutions. Addfield lead the way with 
unparalleled design, customer service and guaranteed build quality.

Design, manufacturing,
installation & service 

Succesful Management Of Healthcare Waste
Incineration of healthcare waste is typically supplemented with recycling, landfill and 
autoclaving. Below is Goverment guidance of the correct management of healthcare 
waste. 

Waste: Yellow - Clinical Waste
Method: Disposal by incineration

Waste: Orange - Treated Waste
Method: ATP plants or incineration

Waste: Purple - Cytotoxic & cytostatic waste
Method: Disposal by incineration

Waste: Yellow/Black stripe - Offensive/hygiene waste
Method: Disposal by landfill or incineration

Waste: Red - Anatomical waste
Method: Disposal by incineration

Waste: Blue - Medical waste for incineration
Method: Disposal by incineration

Waste: Black - Domestic (municipal) waste.
Method: Disposal by landfill or incineration

Waste: White - Amalgam waste
Method: For recovery

Source:  Safe management of healthcare waste, www.gov.uk



  

Strength, integrity
& reliability

Additional Options:

The most successful medical machine for small hospitals
The Addfield MP series has been
designed with small to medium hospitals

Machine Range:

in mind. Compact and efficient.
With the smallest foot print in its class the MP series of
incinerators has been specifically designed to meet
the continous loading requirement of a hospital, as waste
comes off the wards throughout the day. 
The MP machines are designed utilising the unique hot 
hearth technology. Hot hearth technology incinerates 
waste from above and below simultaneously. This effectively
recycles the heat underneath the floor improving the 
efficiency, eliminating cold spots under the waste, increases 
the  throughput and allows the machines to treat a 
wider  range of waste  types specially those of a low 
calorific nature or high moisture content.

Computer Aided
Modelling

Addfield MP-100
Load Volume:   0.4m³  /  Burn rate: <50kg/hr

Addfield MP-200
Load Volume:   0.59m³  /  Burn rate: <50kg/hr

Addfield MP-300
Load Volume:   0.78m³  /  Burn rate: <50kg/hr

Addfield MP-400
Load Volume:  1m³  /  Burn rate: <100kg/hr

Addfield MP-500
Load Volume:   1.2m³  /  Burn rate: <150kg/hr

*Waste stream dependent, excludes heat up time.

Unique Hot HearthMP Series

Automatic Loading Systems.
An automatic bin tipper and waste charging system. 
A hands free loading option, minimising the users interaction
with the waste stream.

Containerised Waste Management Systems.
Our fully containerised, ready to go medical incineration 
configuration provide a disposal solution that is easy to 
install and requires minimal ground and civil work to 
implement.The structure provides housing and protection 
for the incineration machine, as well as a clean, safe 
working environment for the operative. A highly cost 
efficient and effective medical waste disposal solution.



Addfield Batch Loading Machines for 

Additonal Filtration Systems
At Addfield we can provide a wide range of filtration systems suitable for various types 
of medical waste incineration systems. Typically reservered for higher throughput 
applications. Contact Addfield for more information.

Gas Cleaning Wet 
Scrubber Systems Ceramic Filters

Gas is pulled through vacuum formed 
ceramic filter tubes, these filters remove 
the heavy particulates and used sorbent 
powders in an extremely efficient manner. 
A dry system that requires minimal long 
term maintenance and is up to 97% 
effective in removing particulates.

Sorbent Injection
Sorbent powders come in two forms 
lime (or sodium bicarbonate) and
activated carbon. Such powders 
are used to neutralise gases on
large installations. 
Sodium Bicarbonate is used to
neutralise acid gasses where as
activated carbon is used to neutralize
heavy metals, dioxins and furans.
In small-medium scale installations
good combustion in the primary and 
secondary chambers operating at 
1150deg.C can be used to control
such elements.

Addfield Batch loading machines are designed to be 
loaded once a day in bulk, with minimal interaction 
required throughout the burn cycle. 

The GM series of incineration systems have been specifically designed to 
manage bulk loads of waste as lorries arrive from the various facilities they 
service. This ‘load once and leave to run system’ allows for almost autonomous 
operation allowing the plant to subsequently keep its operating costs at a low level.

The GM series is available in various sizes and ideal for the bulk disposal of a wide
variety of waste types. These include, expired, unused, contaminated and spilt 
pharmaceutical drugs, products and vaccines. Pharmaceutical handling personal 
protective equipment, bed linen & mattresses, connecting tubes, syringe bodies 
can also be disposed of safely. Additional variable waste include clinical, 
cytotoxic and cytostatic waste types. 

 Machine Sizes:

Robust

Waste Management Facilities 

De-Nox Systems
The Addfield De-NOx systems involves 
the use of Urea, a common, widely 
available harmless fertiliser to neutralise 
nitrogen oxides (NOx) formation.
Nox is typically kept under control using
good combustion however for unusual 
waste streams a De-Nox system may need
consideration.

A water tower whereby the incinerator
gas stream will traverse upward, while 
liquid is sprayed downward into the 
incoming gas stream. This countercurrent 
flow exposes the outlet gas to the 
scrubbing liquid. Particulates along with 
other components are intercepted and 
removed.

Addfield GM250     (0.45m3 load capacity)
Addfield GM350     (0.54m3 load capacity)
Addfield GM500     (1m3 load capacity)
Addfield GM750     (1.54m3 load capacity)
Addfield GM1300   (2.3m3 load capacity)
Addfield GM2000   (4.1m3 load capacity)
Addfield GM4000   (7.5m3 load capacity)
Addfield GM8000   (14m3 load capacity)
Burn rates avaliable from 50kg per hour upto 1000kg/hr
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Large Medical Waste Incineration Plants
Our high capacity plants are especially tailored, designed and manufactured to meet 
your sites specific needs.
We offer a wide range of options with our large incineration plants as they are designed to meet the demands of the
specific types of waste your site deals with.
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1.   Bin marshalling management system
2.   Automatic bin tipper system
3.   Hydraulic waste charging system
4.   Stepped hearth primary chamber
5.   Automatic de-ashing system
6.   Secondary after chamber
7.   Heat recovery options including:
       - Hot water generation
       - Steam generation
       - Electricity generation

8.   Sorbent powder injection
9.   Filter system / Pollution Filtration System
10. Emergency by-pass stack
11. Draught induced fan
12. To main chimney stack
13. To bin washer system

&de-ashing

Options

Stepped
Hearth&

Visit us at: www.addfield.com 



Waste Heat Recovery:
 in form of hot water or hot air. A heat exchanger or boiler is used to exchange heat with the flue gas. Hot water can 
be used to heat local facilities, where as hot air can be used in drying processes.

Steam Generation: 
in form of unsaturated/saturated steam or superheated steam. Saturated steam is typically used in a variety or cleaning 
or humidity generation applications. Superheated steam is used almost exclusively to drive electric turbines.

Electricity Generation: 
(from the generation of superheated steam), Addfield offer a standard turbine capable of generating electricity 
from waste.
 

Waste to Energy Recovery Systems for Medical Waste 
Treatment

Just call +44 (0)1543 571 280

Waste Heat Steam
Generation

Addfield can offer a range of recovery systems for medical incineration systems.
Such recovery options include the following systems:

Making More Of 
Medical Waste….

Boilers

Large Incineration Plant



Call for FREE advice on  +44 (0)1543 571 280
or visit www.addf ield.com  for more information

Global 

Supply, 

Installation 

& Support 
 

 

Why Choose Addfield?
The name Addfield Environmental Systems has been synonymous with 
revolutionary  thermal technology and innovative ideas since the firm was 
founded back in the early 1980’s.  Throughout our history, Addfield has become 
the chosen name for state-of-the- art thermal engineering. Today the Addfield 
brand is known and respected  around the globe for quality and reliability. 
Servicing more than 80 countries Addfield products are assisting to :-
1. Reduce medical and hazardous waste.
2. Control bio security.
3. Convert waste to energy.
4. Reduce landfill obligation.
5. Meet emission compliance.
   
With our ISO Accreditation, world class on site engineering and technical 
support teams, it is little wonder Addfield are the preferred supplier to many of
the worlds recognised aid agencies.  Addfield provide simple yet cost effective 
turnkey solutions, to solve your medical waste stream problem, addfield are 
experts in thermal combustion.

All of our products are designed by our in house engineering team using the 
best available 3D solid-works & fluid dynamics software. Our team of design 
engineers regularly work alongside some of the most well respected healthcare 
organisations in the world.

In the current medical market, the after sales process is paramount to generate 
long term sustainable partnerships for continued growth. Given the structural 
investment in our after sales team, from back office services, to our time served 
field engineers, you are never too far away from the Addfield support mechanism
that so many customers have come to rely upon.   Environmentally

Friendly

International Supply & Installation. Turn Key Operations

Clinical Waste Disposal Plant
    Edinburgh, Uk ~

Pharmaceutical Disposal Plant
      Constanine, Algeria ~  

UNICEF Funded Treatment Center
      Dapaong, Togo ~

Addfield – Robust, Reliable, Efficient…. Simply built better.



Ready to discuss your
incinerator needs?

Call our team of friendly
customer service experts on

+(44) 01543 571280

Specialists in the design, manufacture and supply
of Incineration and Cremation solutions

Animal | Medical | Marine | Pet Cremation | Human Cremation

Addfield Environmental Systems Limited
Unit 9   Zone 4   Burntwood Business Park
Staffordshire |

||
 WS7 3XD | United Kingdom

t: +44 (0)1543 571280
f: +44 (0)1543 571173
e: sales@addfield.com www.addf ield.com


